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Abstract— In distributing computing the ability of specifically imparting scrambled information to distinctive clients 

through open distributed storage might significantly ease security worries over incidental information spills. The productive 

administration of encryption keys contains key test to outlining such encryption plans. The looked for flexibility of offering 

any social affair of picked reports to any get-together of customers solicitations unmistakable encryption keys to be used for 

various documents. Now a days, the need of safely dispersing to clients a substantial number of keys for both encryption and 

look becomes an important, and those clients will need to safely store the acquired keys. What's more, present a pretty much 

as broad number of watchword ,trapdoors to the cloud with a particular deciding objective to perform look for over the 

shared data. The suggested requirement for secure correspondence, stockpiling, and many-sided quality obviously renders 

the methodology unreasonable. In this paper, we address this viable issue, which is to a great extent dismissed in the 

proposing so as to write, the novel idea of key aggregate searchable encryption (KASE). The instantiating the idea through a 

solid KASE plan, in which an information proprietor just needs to convey a aggregate key to a client for sharing documents, 

and the client just needs to present a solitary trapdoor to the cloud for questioning the mutual reports. The security 

examination and execution appraisal both assert that our proposed arrangements are provably secure and in every way that 

really matters successful. 

 

Index Terms— cloud storage, data privacy , Key aggregation, Searchable encryption. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Considering the issue of security shielding data sharing system in light of open cloud stockpiling which obliges a data proprietor to 

pass on a generous number of keys to customers to engage them to get to his/her report. We interestingly propose the thought of 

key-aggregate searchable encryption (KASE) and develop a solid KASE arrangement. Both examination and evaluation results 

certify that our work can give a successful response for building down to earth information sharing framework in light of open cloud 

stockpiling. In a KASE arrangement, the data owner just needs to a proper a aggregate key for all his/her document to a customer 

when offering heaps of archives to the client, and the client just needs to present solitary trapdoor when he inquiries over all records 

shared by the same data owner Regardless, if a customer needs to request over reports shared by various information proprietor, he 

should make diverse trapdoors to the cloud. The most effective method to lessen the quantity of trapdoors under multi-data owner 

setting is a future work What's more, united mists have pulled in an impressive measure of thought Now a days, yet our KASE can't 

be joined for this circumstance direct It is furthermore a future work to give the response for KASE by virtue of joined mists. There 

is a rich writing on searchable encryption, counting SSE plans and PEKS plans. Instead of those ebb and flow work, in the setting of 

conveyed stockpiling, watchword seek under the multi-occupancy setting is a more typical situation. 

 

A. Motivation 

Presently number of clients store  number of records on distributed storage. We are going to produce single aggregate key for all 

reports for each client. This motivate us to produce a single aggregate key for all documents of every user and gives security. 

II. RELATED WORK  

In [1] the creator only needs to distributed a single to user when sharing lots of documents with the user, and the user need only to 

submit a single trapdoor(keyword) when the user required all documents shared by the same user. This paper issues like for multiple 

owners generates multiple trapdoors to the cloud. 

 

In [2] the creator addresses the issues like fine-graininess, versatility, and data security of access control  challenging open issue by, 

on one hand, characterizing and enforcing access policies based on information attributes, and, on the other hand, allowing the data 

owner to delegate most of the computation tasks involved in fine grained information access control to untrusted cloud servers 

without disclosing the fundamental  information substance.  

 

In [3] creator proposed a another secure provenance plan light of  the bilinear pairing techniques. As the fundamental bread and 

butter of information forensics and post investigation in distributed computing, the proposed plan is characterized by giving the 
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information confidentiality on sensitive documents stored in cloud, anonymous authentication on user access, and provenance 

tracking on disputed documents. With the provable security techniques, we formally show the proposed plan is secure in the standard 

model. 

 

In [4] the creator proposed a secure multi owner information sharing plan, named Mona. By utilizing  bunch signature and dynamic 

shows encryption techniques, any cloud client can secretly impart  information to others. Then, the capacity overhead and encryption 

calculation expense of this plan are autonomous with the quantity of denied users. 

 

In [5] the  creator demonstrate  to safely, productivity, and adaptability share information with others in distributed storage. They 

depict new public-key crypto framework which create consistent-size cipher texts such that productive appointment of decryption 

rights for any set of cipher texts are possible. The novelty is that one can aggregate any set of secret keys and make them as compact 

as a single key, but encompassing the power of all the keys being aggregated. 

 

In [6] the author described cryptographic schemes for the problem of searching on encrypted data and provides proofs of security for 

the resulting crypto systems. This techniques have a number of crucial advantages. The author conclude that they provides a powerful 

new building block for the construction of secure services in the untrusted infrastructure. 

 

III. ISSUES 

Implementation of all these aforementioned algorithms in section II provides the need for selectively sharing encrypted data with 

different users (eg., sharing of files with a certain friends in social network, or sharing of business documents with colleagues on a 

cloud ) usually demands different encryption keys to be used for different files.  A large number of keys is not distributed to users via 

secure channel, as well as  is not securely stored and managed by the users in their personal device. In this paper we address this 

challenge by proposing concept of key –aggregate searchable encryption (KASE). 

 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The individuals who have key can decipher the information before putting away information to the cloud. Such dispersed cache is 

occasionally called the cryptographic passed on cache. Regardless, the encryption of information makes it making progress toward 

clients to ask for and after that especially recovers just the information containing given fundamental words. An ordinary strategy is 

to utilize a searchable encryption (SE) plan in which the information proprietor is obliged to scramble potential indisputable words 

and trade them to the cloud together with encoded information, such that, for recovering information arranging a watchword, the 

client will send the narration out charm word trapdoor from the cloud for performing pursue over the blended information. 

 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATIONS DETAILS 

This framework contains following phases Setup, Keygen, Encrypt, Extract, Trapdoor, Adjust and Test. 

A. System model 

 

        

 
 

Fig.1. System Architecture 

After careful analysis the system has been known to possess the subsequent modules: 

• Group generation: Initially data owner generates particular group according to files going to upload by him. Data owner gives 

individual value  for group and key for grop.  

• Registration: User have to register his details and select group in which he is interested. 

• Acceptance: Data owner accepts request send by the user. At this stage data owner get details of user who are going to download 

his files. 

• File upload: Data owner upload files to particular group.  
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•Encrypt: this phase is bound by the data owner to encrypt the ith paper and undergo its keywords’ cipher texts. For every paper, this 

algorithm will build a delta ∆i for its exploration- able encryption underlying. On input of the owner’s give birth to fundamental and 

the file possession, this algorithm outputs statistics cipher text and keyword cipher texts. 

 

• Keygen: this phase is deliver by the materials organization to carry a random essential pair. 

 

 

• Decrypt: this phase is bound by the data owner to originate an aggregate searchable encryption key for delegating the keyword 

search right for a certain set of documents to other users. It takes as input the owner’s master-secret key and a set which contains the 

indices of paper, then outputs the aggregate key.  

 

• Trapdoor: this phase is bound by the user who has the put key to finish a search. It takes as input the lay away searchable encryption 

key and a keyword ,  outputs only one trapdoor. 

 

• Adjust: this phase is bound by cloud server to adjust the aggregate trapdoor to originate the right trapdoor for each different paper. 

It takes as input the system public parameters, the set of documents’ indices, the index i of target paper and the aggregate trapdoor, 

then outputs each trapdoor for the ith target paper in paper indices.  

 

• Test: this phase is run by the allay salver to perform keyword search over an encrypted document. It takes as input the trapdoor and 

the document like mad easily, adapted outputs genuine to denote whether the document contains the keyword. 

 

• File download: in this phase user have to enter individual key, aggregate  key, speke prime and speke value. After successfully 

entering these value file will be downloaded. 

 

 

 

B. Mathematical Model 

 

Let S be whole System, 

S={I, P, O} 

I-input, 

P-procedure, 

O- Output. 

I={S, K, E, D, Tr, Ak, T} 

D={d1, d2, dn} 

U={u1, u2, un} 

K={k1, k2, kn} 

DO -upload {d1, d2, dn} 

DO -generate {k1, k2, kn} 

DO -generate {AK} 

AK –E{AK} 

DO -send E{AK} to {U} 

User send Tr {EAK, w} to CS 

CS –Test {Tr, Di} 

O = {U - Download (D) if (Tr, Di) matched at CS} 

 

C. Memorization Parameters 

 

                 I: Memorization Parameters 

 

Symbol Meaning 

S Setup.  

KG KeyGen 

E Encrypt 

Tr  Trapdoor 

T Test 

U Number of users 

K Number of keys 

DO Data owner 

AK Aggregate key 

EAK Encrypted aggregate key 
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CS Cloud storage 

Di Document index 

 

D. Algorithm 

 

Algorithm 1  RSA. 

 Choose two very large random prime integers: 

1. p and q 

2. 2. Compute n and f(n): 

3. n = pq and f(n) = (p-1)(q-1) 

4. 3. Choose an integer e, 1 < e < f(n) such that: 

5. gcd(e, f(n)) = 1(where gcd means greatest common denominator) 

6. 4. Compute d, 1 < d < f(n) such that: 

7. ed = 1 (mod f(n)) 

8. the public key is (n, e) and the private key is (n, d) 

9. the values of p, q and f(n) are private 

10. e is the public or encryption exponent 

11. d is the private or decryption exponent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 2:  Speke 

 

  1. A and B agree to use an appropriately large and randomly selected safe prime p, as well as a hash function H(). 

    2. A and B agree on a shared password Ï€. 

    3. A and B both construct g = H(Ï€)2 mod p. 

    4. A chooses a secret random integer a, then sends B  

ga mod p. 

    5. B chooses a secret random integer b, then sends A gb mod p. 

    6. A and B each abort if their received values are not in the range [2,p-2], to prevent small subgroup confinement attack. 

    7. A computes K = (gb mod p)a mod p. 

    8. B computes K = (ga mod p)b mod p. 

 

   

 

VI . EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

The system is built using Java and J2EE framework (version J2SDK 1.5), web technologies (JSP, HTML, CSS), Apache 

Tomcat, MySQL database on Microsoft Windows platform. The experiments have been performed on the machine with the 

following specifications: Intel Core 2 dual processor with 2.5 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, 180 GB Hard disk and running Microsoft 

Windows 7 Home Basic x64 OS. 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we provide a concept of key aggregate searchable encryption. The data creator needs to distributed only a single 

aggregate key of his all document, the user needs to submit a single trapdoor when he needs to download a documents shared by the 

same creator. Our proposed system provides greater time efficiency than the existing system.   

 

 

Data in KB Time complexity 

for decrypt 

[Proposed  

System] in 

second 

Time complexity 

for decrypt 

[Existing 

System] in 

second 

128 0.51 1 

256 0.63 1.2 

384 0.76 1.42 

512 0.91 1.6 
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640 1 1.76 

 

 

 
 

 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Considering the even minded issue of security sparing data sharing structure considering open cloud cache which obliges a data 

owner to proper a generous number of keys to customers to enable them to get to his/her records, we  propose the thought of key-total 

searchable encryption (KASE) and add to a strong KASE arrangement. Both examination and evaluation results assert that our work 

can give an effective response for building practical data sharing system considering open cloud cache. In a KASE arrangement, the 

owner simply needs to scatter a lone key to a customer when granting heaps of reports to the customer, and the customer simply needs 

to display a single trapdoor when he request over all records shared by the same owner. Then again, if a customer needs to address 

over documents shared by various proprietors, he should produce different trapdoors to the cloud. The best system to diminish the 

amount of trapdoors under multi-owner setting is a future work. Furthermore, brought together mists have pulled in a lot of thought 

nowadays, yet our KASE can't be associated for this circumstance particularly. It is also a future work to give the response for KASE 

on description of united cloud. 
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